Plasmid-mediated biodegradative fate of monohalogenated biphenyls in facultatively anaerobic sediments.
The results of these studies have demonstrated that model PCB substrates can be mineralized by indigenous microbial population in contaminated sediments. This catabolic function can be rate limited at the microenvironmental level by physical-chemical processes such as physical partitioning and accumulation. At the biochemical level, this catabolic function is determined by the existence of plasmid borne genes that, under laboratory conditions, can be maintained and expressed in pure or mixed culture. Numerous limitations are encountered in establishing the significance of these biodegradative bacteria and the catabolic plasmids at the environmental level. Relatively little information is available concerning frequencies and stability of the bacteria or the plasmid encoded genes within the community. There is no information on the incompatibility grouping of the isolated plasmid relative to other plasmids maintained within the populations. Such factors will influence the development of gene screening techniques to monitor gene frequency distributions in the sediment community. Although mineralization of 4CBP was observed under moderately reducing conditions, it remains suspect that transient or trace levels of dissolved oxygen may have permitted conventional aerobic metabolism of the substrate. If this is true, demonstrating anaerobic metabolism of environmental contaminants will require strict and tedious cultivation under highly reduced conditions (approximately-300 mV). Large deletions of cryptic DNA observed under laboratory conditions may affect bacterial survival and gene maintenance and transfer under environmental conditions. Little information exists on regulation of catabolic activity of selective pressures required to maintain the degradative genes under environmental conditions. Such limitation encountered in these studies are shared by virtually all attempts to utilize genetically manipulated bacteria or newly isolated strains and plasmids. Perhaps the fundamental question is whether the catabolic genes are maintained and expressed within the community rather than whether the host bacterium can survive in the environment.